Artificial exosomes as tools for basic and clinical immunology.
Dendritic cell derived exosomes are able to mediate and modulate immune responses in vivo by semi-direct T cell activation. T cells can eradicate primary, metastatic, relapsed tumours and ameliorate otherwise fatal viral infections. Not surprisingly activation and expansion of T cells has become one of the main focuses for immunotherapy. Using nanotechnology, we have developed targeted and traceable in vivo artificial exosomes by coating liposomes (FDA approved) with an optimized number of MHC Class I/peptide complexes and a selected specific range of ligands for adhesion, early activation, late activation and survival T cell receptors. These targeted artificial exosomes are traceable both in vitro and in vivo via fluorescent and Magnetic Resonance Imaging and facilitate imaging of specific areas by applying localised nuclear magnetic interactions of hydrogens via super paramagnetic labels. Here we show that artificial exosomes activate and expand functional antigen specific T cells at sufficient levels. This novel system has potential basic and clinical applications in immunology where the study of membrane interactions is desired.